Dear friend,
Since 1948 Rolling Ridge has been transforming lives.
For 50 years, the lives of children and youth were blessed by
Youth Institutes and summer camps. But in the late 1990s, the
vision of the ministry shifted to adults with the Ridge
re-imagined as an adult retreat center.
Today, Rolling Ridge is the premier Christian spiritual
retreat center in New England and is among the top area
wellness centers, according to Boston Magazine. We are
recognized as a safe and sacred place of natural beauty, gracious
hospitality, and spiritually transforming programs, connecting
all people, God, and creation.
In 2020, the pandemic forced the Ridge to pivot ministry, but
our passion of transforming lives never changed. Through online
programming, people who have never stepped foot on our
lakeside property in North Andover are now finding their lives
spiritually renewed through our offerings. Rolling Ridge is no
longer just a safe and sacred PLACE, but now a safe and sacred
online SPACE with a growing community from all parts of the
US and Canada.
This booklet introduces you to our Rolling Ridge core
programs and our programming priority of contemplative
spirituality, which comes through the spiritual practices of deep
listening and spiritual companionship.
All this reflects the “Rolling Ridge way,”
which leads to new experiences of the
Divine and lives transformed.
May you be blessed on your journey.
Peace and all good,
Rev. Dr. Lawrence Jay,
Executive Director

Contemplative spirituality is the heart of our programming
at Rolling Ridge, but you may be wondering…

WHAT IS CONTEMPLATIVE
SPIRITUALITY?
Very simply, contemplative spirituality is becoming wholly
present to the Holy Presence in everyone and everything.
This comes through deep listening and is shaped by what we
call at Rolling Ridge — the

4Ps

1. be PRESENT: Pay attention to what is around
you externally in what you are seeing and
hearing, and internally in how you are feeling and thinking.
2.

PAUSE:

3.

PRAY:

4.

PERSONALLY RESPOND: After the 3P’s,

As you are present to what is going on around
and within, do not react or speak in the moment. Instead,
take a step back and sit with whatever is stirring, no matter
how uncomfortable that may be.
As you pause and reflect on what is going on
within you, bring what you are feeling, experiencing, and
thinking to God, to that deep space within, to your soul
where the Divine dwells.
you PERSONALLY respond by using “I” statements and
sharing our own story, your own personal experiences, your
own feelings, when stirred or invited to speak.

The 4P’s allow us to create a safe and sacred space for deep
listening and spiritual companionship, building bridges of
understanding and creating a transformative community of
faith, trust, and love.
No matter where you may be on the journey, Rolling Ridge is
here as a spiritual space for you to plant your life seed, grow
into your True Self, and know that you are accepted and loved.
We are a judgment-free zone as we each do our inner work .

Consider an Acorn.
Contained in this small piece of life is everything needed for a mature and
fruitful oak tree. In order for this life-seed to germinate and grow, this acorn
needs suitable conditions and nourishment to soften its protective outer layers
and allow Life to emerge into the towering, leaf-bearing, other-acornproducing tree it is created to become.
As humans, our truest self is
tethered to the Core of Life, and like
the acorn, contains everything we
need for the full life we too have
been created to experience. We too
are designed to extend, to grow, to
mature into this Life. We too need
safe and sacred environments that
help nourish and soften our almostimpenetrable outer layers so our full
lives can emerge.
Consider the Divine we call God
extending penetrating invitations for
us to trust the possibility of full life,
nourishing provisions that soften
our confining, life-limiting shells,
and compelling companionship that
encourages us into a different kind
of living.

Consider life
in its fullness...
at Rolling Ridge
we DO.

Through our core programming and other reinforcing events and opportunities,
we feel honored to be entrusted by the Divine we call God to be a safe and sacred
place for all people to discover life-changing invitations and connections. Rooted
in the Christian contemplative tradition, our core programming emphasizes deep
listening and spiritual companionship, two transformational experiences that
nourish life into fullness. With intentionality and grace, we invite all persons to
pause, experience unique encounters with the Divine, and find contemplative
resources for a life of fullness along this shared human journey.

Take a moment and notice any stirrings in your own heart and soul.
Take a moment and look more closely at our core programming.
Take a moment and consider connecting.

Our core programs at Rolling Ridge invite all people to pause,
experience unique encounters with the Divine, and cultivate
contemplative listening companions and resources for the
shared human journey.
We do this through intentional focus on
 SPIRITUAL TRANSFORMATION through Way of the Heart
 SPIRITUAL COMPANIONING through Gateways to God
 SPIRIT-LED MINISTRY EXPRESSIONS through Deep Listening
in the Neighborhood
Like the rings of a tree, SPIRITUAL TRANSFORMATION is at the
center core, with SPIRITUAL COMPANIONING representing the
rings that then branch out in SPIRIT-LED MINISTRY.
In the following pages, we invite you to learn more about our
Rolling Ridge core programs and the lives that are flourishing
and fruitful because of contemplative spiritual living.

We don’t have to search for God.
We only have to change the
direction of our looking.
It’s for God to search for us.
-Simone Weill

In John 1:35-39, two disciples of John the Baptizer see
Jesus, “the Lamb of God.” Something reaches to their
core, stirs their desire to be near, and calls them to be
different. They have to follow. Turning around Jesus asks,
“What do you want?” Their response wonders, “Where do
you do life?” “Is it possible to connect with you?” What is it
about this Life in front of them that compels them to want
more?
Jesus extends the invitation, “Come and see.” Come
witness something different. Come awaken to the
possibilities you sense vibrating in your own souls. Come
experience transformation. And they did.
These two curious types responded and stepped into
something that literally changed their lives.
God eagerly seeks and invites us to move out of our typical
modes of living into a wider experience of Life which has
our hearts at the core. God’s continual, compelling,
creative attraction to the core-seed of our being is to
unfold into fullness of Life (John 10:10)
Life in the realm of Love and in response to Love is about
willingness and movement and change…about softening
the seed coat around our truest lives and allowing Love’s
pursuit to cultivate us further into Life…real Life…full Life.
This change is not a self-improvement project or behavior
management or modification but radical realignment.
We are talking transformation.

“What do you want?”
“Come and see.”

Sandra LaPerche, a retired nurse
who has been involved in church
ministry for many years, credits the
Way of the Heart for helping her to
have more compassion for and
acceptance of herself, which has
led her to have more compassion
for others. The quiet, the silence,
and the connection offered by
Way of the Heart has affirmed for her that while we
don't have a lot of answers, we are all connected
to God’s goodness.
“Through Way of Heart, I have been able to have more
compassion with myself, and I think that's important because
then I can have more compassion on somebody else. It's
more natural: it's not something forced.”

-Sandra LaPerche

Does life feel disorienting,
unsettling, isolating?
Is our inner life increasingly deaf and dull?
Are we stuck in survival mode?
What if “survive” could shift into “thrive”?
What if we could sharpen our listening to
unlock life’s fullness?
What if we could experience authentic
connections that nourish our souls?
This is what “Way of the Heart” is all
about.






“Way of the Heart” offers sustaining
resources and fortifying spiritual
experiences.
“Way of the Heart” introduces
generous listening and spiritual
companionship.
“Way of the Heart” seeks to nurture
wholeness and renewed purpose for
a thriving spiritual journey.
FIVE MAIN TOPICS:
Trusting the Way of the Heart, Expanding
Awareness, Becoming Whole, Listening
Generously, Envisioning Contemplative Living

Way

of the

Heart
Awakening to Life’s Journey
Note: We strongly recommend this
course if you are interested in our
“Gateways to God” program

…

In Luke 5, Jesus connects with a local fisherman named
Simon Peter and sees something beyond the usual boats
and nets and, in this instance, empty baskets of fish.
Through a simple request, “Put out into deep water and let
down the nets for a catch” (v.4), Jesus invites this
seasoned fisherman to something different, to something
more. It seems Simon Peter knows how foolish or taxing
saying “yes” would be – they already worked all night to
no avail – and yet as he listens something nudges. “But
because you say so…” (v. 5). Might one more
unproductive night have caused Simon Peter to wonder
about life’s deeper purpose? Might he be weary of the
status quo? Might this be an answer to his unspoken
prayer? Jesus and Simon Peter do launch out together
into the deeper place and catch such a large number of
fish that their boats begin to sink! Simon Peter is
astounded, standing ankle-deep in an unexplainable
trove of fish, while also standing at the threshold of an
open door for transformation. An invitation opened Simon
Peter’s curiosity and courage and by taking a risk, his life
purpose shifted from fish to human hearts, thanks to this
new companionship, listening carefully to Jesus.
A lot of life is lived on the busy edges of the water. The
shallows are gentle and predictable, a place easier to
maintain status quo…yet also for hearts and minds to
become dull and dim.
And along comes God with a compelling invitation to
launch…to consciously move from the known, stable, and
predictable into the challenging, unpredictable yet
treasure-laden places of life where something more
awaits. No matter where we find ourselves, this journey
through life toward “fullness of being” was never intended
to be a solo act. Like Simon Peter, a Companion with an
invitation awaits our courage to listen and respond.

Our trove? Transformation.

After 35 years in corporate America,
Jackie Dove found herself called to
ministry. So she headed to New
England and completed an M.Div.
And while she found her education
prepared her well to run a church, it
was her desire for a ministry more from
the heart that could help parishioners
have a better relationship with God
that led her to Rolling Ridge. She
found the spiritual companionship
Gateways offers to be particularly helpful and she’s
learned how to experience God and experience
Scripture. She’s learned to listen with her heart.

“What I loved about Gateways is the accountability.
Because even though I was training to be a spiritual
companion, I was also asked to have my own spiritual
companion, so there was that accountability, which is so
important.
“I knew that the only thing that I could ever do in life that
would be successful is to be Spirit-led and that I had no
control over what was going to happen tomorrow, the next
day or whenever. The only thing I had control over was
releasing everything to God. That's a hard thing to do, but it's
the only way and so that's what Gateways gave me.”

to God
In a world consumed with status, accumulation, and control,
many persons are aware they desire something more, something
lasting, something of soul/spirit. “Gateways to God” opens the
door to this something more by offering and teaching the art and
skill of Missional Spiritual Direction.
“Spiritual Direction” is an expression of companionship that pays
attention to God’s loving presence and invitations within the
everyday events and rhythms of our lives. “Missional” means
living and listening deep in the Spirit and wide into our world.
Missional Spiritual Direction through “Gateways to God” equips us
to listen and co-discern how God is present and incarnate, and
how God’s love shows up in the heart and hands and feet of our
lives within the multi-contextual and multi-cultural lives we live.

“Gateways to God” is a two-year training cohort that focuses on
spiritual guidance, listening as an act of justice, listening in painful
and anxious places, discernment, incarnational soul-tending, and
engaging a missional imagination in context. Through six
residential retreats, participants connect in a learning
community, experience large group instruction and small group
guidance, take time for personal reflection, solitude, and spiritual
practices, and discern gifts and calling toward practicing spiritual
direction.
“Gateways to God” is led by Dr. Heidi Miller, Director and
Associate Professor of Practical Theology at Pfeiffer University,
Charlotte, NC, along with a team of Rolling Ridge small group
supervisors under the direction of Rev. Beth Garnaas-Holmes.

High noon.
Ancient well.
Jar needing water.
Heart needing life.
Isolated woman drawing water.
Weary traveler drawing attention.
“ G ive me a drink, ” he says.
“ W ho cares this much? ” she asks.
“ I f only you knew all God wants for you. ”
Heart stirs. Barriers rise.
Echoes heard. Offer made.
Heart extends. Companion found.
Conversation deepens.
Listening deepens.
Heart softens. Connection made.
Feeling seen. Feeling heard.
Hope intersects Life.
Hearts soar.
“ O pen your eyes,
look at the fields. ”
Invitations to listen.
Opportunities for Life.
If only we knew
all God wants for us.

Devotional …based on John 4, by John Kiemele

Participating in Advanced Gateways
(the pilot for Deep Listening in the
Neighborhood) made ministry more
energizing and joyful for Steve GarnassHolmes, a retired minister. The program
helped him realize the church itself is a
spiritual being and helped him become
more attuned to what God was doing
in him. The program’s emphasis on
contemplation helped him be more present attentive to
where God’s spirit was working in others. This was
instrumental in leading his congregation to engage with
the local community.

“What the Gateway Program gave me some pretty specific
ways to lead the church in discerning the sorts of ministries,
callings, mission opportunities, and needs that were right
there on our doorstep. That was a radical change for me, to
realize that if we're in mission, we're in mission in this town
and to ask, What's the mission in this town?”

-

Do you seek to focus your heart and deepen your skills as a
spiritual companion?
Are you feeling called to listen deeply to others in their
unique contexts?
Is there a specific neighborhood with which you feel invited
to engage your presence of deep listening?
“Deep Listening in the Neighborhood” is a two-year
advanced training in spiritual companionship that invites
you to listen deeply in the neighborhood where you are
called, while equipping you with time-honored spiritual
practices, deep listening skills, and regular peer supervision
for your unique journey.
Through five dynamic retreats (three onsite, two online),
participants will experience large group instruction and
small peer-group guidance around themes such as
becoming present and being at home in the
neighborhood, trauma-informed companioning as an act
of justice, listening toward discernment, and embodying
creative, contextually congruent companionship. Dr. Heidi
Miller serves as faculty, with Rev. Jackie Dove as director.

Deep

IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD
Prior completion of “Gateways to God” or an equivalent is strongly recommended for
anyone interested in “Deep Listening in the Neighborhood.”

Rolling Ridge Retreat and Conference Center is a peaceful,
beautiful, and historic site nestled on a peninsula along Lake
Cochichewick in North Andover, Massachusetts. Although we
are just 25 miles north of Boston, our 1920s Georgian estate on
38 acres of woods, rolling hills, and lakefront trails allows you
to step away from the busyness of the city and find rest.
Twenty-nine bedrooms accommodate 60 adults for overnight
retreats, conferences, and day meetings with comfortable
meeting spaces and break-out rooms. We also welcome guests
for personal retreats and group picnics. Excellent, freshly
prepared meals are served in the Lakeside Gallery Dining Room,
filled with original art by the Andovers Artists Guild.
Magnificent sculptures by Tewksbury artist, Mico Kaufman, also
fill the house and add to the grandeur of the space.
Two outdoor labyrinths, an outdoor lakeside chapel, nature
trails, an organic farm, kayaking, spiritual direction, and Ridge
wellness provide additional opportunities for relaxation,
recreation, and renewal of your whole being.
For reservations, contact Guest Services Director, Lee O’Brien
for more information at lee.obrien@rollingridge.org.

While Rolling Ridge hosts numerous rental groups over the year,
our in-house sponsored programs allow the Ridge to live into its
new mission as a safe and sacred space for deep listening and
spiritual companionship in the Christian contemplative
tradition, connecting all people, God, and creation.
Along with the Core Programs highlighted in this booklet, we
offer an array of online and onsite events in contemplative
spirituality to help us be wholly present to the Holy Presence in
everyone and everything.
The full array of our offerings may be found on our website at
www.rollingridge.org. Some highlights include:
 Day Apart Retreats on a variety of spiritual topics
 Advent and Lenten Prayer Journeys
 Monthly Rohr Action and Contemplation Small Group
 Women’s Rites of Passage Program
 Voices and Stories series to highlight DEI topics
 Divine Friendships series to highlight Christian mystics
 Enrichment Days and Peer Supervision for spiritual directors
 Healing Touch Spiritual Ministry training
 Monthly Worship in the Woods lakeside at Point of Pines
 Eco-spiritual opportunities for children and adults
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660 Great Pond Road

,
978-682-8815
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For more information on the programs in this
booklet and other opportunities at the Ridge:

www.rollingridge.org

